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• INTRODUCTION:

➢ Accurate characterization of physical properties of single cells is of great

importance in biological research. Digital holographic microscopy (DHM)

is a non-destructive full-field microscopy technique that provides phase

images by directly measuring optical path differences, which facilitates

cell segmentation and allows the determination of several important

cellular physical features, such as dry mass.

➢ Conventional quasi-off-axis holography suffers from the problem of

incompatibility between high reconstruction quality and high throughput

imaging. In our previous work, we have innovatively proposed a slightly

off-axis holographic imaging system based on Fourier ptychographic

reconstruction (FPDH). FPDH breaks through the space bandwidth

limitation of quasi-off-axis holography and reconstructs higher quality

artifact-free phase images while reaching the highest theoretical

resolution, laying the foundation for the subsequent high-precision

measurement of physical properties of living cells.

➢ We further propose a method for cell segmentation and cellular dry

mass characterization based on FPDH. The high-throughput imaging

and achievement of theoretical resolution preserve the high-frequency

details of cell edges, solving the problem of difficulty in identifying cell

contours due to unclear boundaries. We also improve the existing cell

segmentation method to make it more robust and accurate. The surface

integral of the optical phase shift through a cell layer is converted into an

estimation of the cellular dry mass according to parameters such as the

medium refractive index.

METHOD:

➢ The principle of FPDH imaging system is shown in the figure below.

➢ We provide a detailed summary of each image processing step for cell

segmentation and cellular dry mass characterization, followed by a

description of the methods involved.

➢ It has been proved that the surface integral of the cell phase map is

invariant to small osmotic changes. The area contained in the

segmented cell contour is calculated as 𝑆 . The dry mass surface

density at each pixel (𝑥, 𝑦) is calculated as:

EXPERIMENT:

Conclusion:

➢ Quantitative Phase Imaging (QPI) techniques are rapidly gaining

momentum and popularity as new imaging tools in cellular biology.

Due to its dependence on the nature of interferometry, DHM is a

QPI technique capable of directly measuring the optical path

differences, representing a beneficial extension to the existing

microscopy techniques.

➢ We present a method for cell segmentation and cellular dry mass

characterization with slightly off-axis holographic microscopy. It is

based on FPDH reconstruction algorithm that has been recently

proposed. DHM is completely noninvasive as it uses the cellular

refractive index as the source of microscopic contrast. With the

method mentioned here, the quantitative measurement of cellular

dry mass is placed on a solid physical background and made

available as a practical microscopic assay.

➢ Thus, the proposed method has the potential to form versatile

tools to generate quantitative phase data in a very simple way in

life sciences, etc., which may be evaluated to quantify the physical

properties of various morphological living cells.

➢ where 𝜆 is the central wavelength of laser, 𝜑 is the phase value

measured by the FPDH system and 𝛼 is a constant known as the

specific refraction increment. Then the total dry mass is

calculated by integrating the region of interest in the dry mass

density map.
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